Thermalabs has Launched its Pink Comprehensive Airbrush
Makeup Spray Gun
Thermalabs has just introduced its pink, airbrush makeup spray gun set.
November 3, 2016 (FPRC) -- Cosmetics firm Thermalabs has released its pink comprehensive
airbrush makeup spray gun. This is an advanced spray tanning system that’s equipped with a
heated air function, as well as a 3-speed turbine for effortless operation. The product operates
quietly and is lightweight for travel convenience. According to Thermalabs, this system will ship with
an in-depth printed beginners guide, a high-fashion cosmetics carrying bag, and its patented
finger-bound exfoliator.
Thermalabs is an emerging player in the global cosmetics niche. The company manufactures an
assortment of products for this industry, including self-tanners, tanning accessories, beach-related
products and skin health aids. Despite being just 3 years old in the industry, Thermalabs has
furnished the market with over 30 different products and gathered a significant global following.
According to industry critics, Thermalabs focus on organic and natural ingredients can be seen as
one of its strongest marketing points.
This is not the first airbrush system that the company has introduced. In recent weeks, the firm has
launched its comprehensive makeup system for makeup, nail art, and tattoos. In all its airbrush
systems, makeup is sprayed onto the skin, as opposed to using a sponge or any other applicator.
The systems compress the makeup and disperse it as very fine mist. Millions of tiny makeup dots
are layered on the skin, creating an even application on the skin. The advantage of this
methodology, which is becoming increasingly popular in the cosmetics space, is that it makes
makeup barely noticeable.
Thermalabs has said that its pink comprehensive airbrush makeup spray gun is designed to achieve
a flawless, natural complexion. It works with body paint, nail art, or any other form of airbrushing,
which means it’s flexible.
With this system, the company will compete with other brands such as Master Airbrush, Art of Air,
Bellocchio Brand, and Point Zero. Since these have already established themselves in the airbrush
system market, it’ll be interesting to see what approach Thermalabs uses to take on these brands.
There’s increased interest in airbrush systems in the market, as more beauty enthusiasts realized
the benefits of spray tanning and makeup application.
“Thermalabs has today released yet another comprehensive tan and makeup system. Our pink
makeup spray gun compressor set is a superb way for our customers to apply self-tanners, nail art,
body paint and any other compatible form of makeup. This product features an easy one-click
button, as well as heated air for a smooth operation. It ships with a high-fashion carry bag, and our
patented finger exfoliating device that covers small detail areas. Customers can now take a look at
product images and descriptions on Amazon.com,” Alex Howard, a marketing coordinator at
Thermalabs, said during the launch of the new system.
Contact Information
For more information contact Alex Howard of Thermalabs (http://www.thermalabs.com/)
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